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April 1
Mimulus Adaptation

M. lewisii

M. cardinalis

Today we will meet out at the Botany Greenhouses off Riverbend Road. For the next few
weeks, we will take a genetic approach towards understanding how adaptations and
reproductive isolation evolve. We will be working with two wildflower species, Mimulus
lewisii and M. cardinalis, that are adapted to different pollinators and are reproductively
isolated from each other in nature by both pre-zygotic and post-zygotic barriers. This
reproductive isolation means that they are considered to be different species according
to the Biological Species Concept.
Our goal in the labs ahead is to use classical genetic analyses to try to figure out the
genetic basis of these adaptations and reproductive isolating barriers. Of course, we
cannot go back in time to the common ancestor of these two species and then follow
each incipient species forward in time as they begin to diverge from each other by
mutation, natural selection, and random genetic drift. But if we could do such time travel,
we might be able to directly observe each mutation that has contributed to the evolution
of the adaptive traits as it arose and increased in frequency due to natural selection

caused by specific ecological pressures. We would therefore have a complete picture of
whether evolution occurred gradually with many intermediate steps, as Darwin believed,
or whether just a small number of mutations of large effect occurred. We would also
discover whether the reproductive isolation between the two modern species evolved as
an incidental by-product of adaptive divergence in allopatry, or whether perhaps the
pre-zygotic isolation evolved at least in part by the process of reinforcement.
Obviously, we cannot answer all of those interesting questions by time travel, but we can
begin to make headway by “genetically dissecting” the traits that differ between the two
Mimulus species because, luckily for us, we can cross the two species and observe how
the traits are inherited in the hybrid progeny. Any mutations that contribute to the trait
differences between the species -- and therefore that accumulated in the two
lineages since their divergence from their common ancestor -- will segregate as
Mendelian factors in an advanced hybrid generation such as an F2 population. If only
one mutation contributed to a specific trait difference between the species, then it will
segregate as a single genetic locus with something like a 3:1 or a 1:2:1 ratio in an F2.
On the other hand, if numerous mutations at different loci, each with a small effect,
contributed to the difference in a trait, then we might expect to see a continuous “bellshaped” distribution of phenotypes in the F2 with very few if any F2s having parental trait
values. And if different traits evolved due to different mutations on different
chromosomes, then the loci should assort independently from each other and the traits
should not be correlated among F2 progeny. In this way we can look at many of the traits
that are involved in adaptation to different pollinators (and therefore pre-zygotic
isolation), such as flower size, shape, color, and nectar production, as well as traits such
as pollen viability that may contribute to postzygotic isolation, and determine whether
few or many genetic “steps” were involved in the origin of these species.
Most, but not all, of the ecologically and evolutionarily important traits that we will be
looking at in M. lewisii and M. cardinalis and their F2 hybrids are floral traits related to
their different pollination syndromes, namely bumblebee vs. hummingbird pollination.

Hummingbirds

- use nectar as flight fuel, need large, energy-rich nectar rewards
- probe for nectar in floral tubes or spurs with stout bills and long tongues; hover while
feeding and can rotate body and wings to feed with bill pointing straight up
- olfactory sense poorly developed
- color vision similar to humans and able to discriminate red wavelengths
- intelligent in finding openings to flowers and learning to associate distinctive floral color
(especially red) and shape with nectar rewards

Hummingbird hovering in front of trumpet creeper flower
Bees
- use nectar as flight fuel and to make honey; collect pollen as protein source to raise
larvae
- use tongues to reach nectar in short tubes or spurs, especially by crawling part way
into flower (see illustration)
- adept at using color markings on flowers as guides to nectar; also sensitive to flower
shape, especially bilateral symmetry, as cues for finding nectar
- visual sensitivity shifted to short (blue) wavelengths; less ability to discriminate long
(red) wavelengths; often attracted to blue flowers
- olfactory sense well developed
- do not feed while hovering, need landing platform or place to grab onto floral parts

Bumblebees entering mint
flowers to find nectar

Bumblebee probing for
nectar inside a meadow
clary flower. (Note the
precise placement of the
anthers (A) and stigma
(B) in the same location
on top of bee's abdomen.)

Today in lab we will look at several species of Mimulus including the bright red flowered,
hummingbird pollinated M. cardinalis and two subspecies of pink flowered, bumblebee

pollinated M. lewisii. These species are native to western North America. M. lewisii is
found at high elevations, in the Sierras and Cascade Mountains, for example, whereas
M. cardinalis is found at lower elevations. Mostly these two species are allopatric, but in
a few places like Yosemite National Park their ranges partly overlap. Nonetheless, even
at these sympatric sites with the two species growing near each other, hybrids have only
rarely been observed in nature. In the greenhouse it is easy to hybridize them however,
and F1 hybrids are vigorous. Do you think this means there is no postzygotic
reproductive isolation?
Your instructor will show you the Mimulus lewisii and M. cardinalis plants -- there should
be several individuals of each type. Everyone should go look at the plants and collect
one fresh, recently opened flower of each species by carefully snipping it off the main
stem of the plant. Take your flowers back to your seat, and look at them carefully without
tearing them apart.

1. First look at them “head-on” to see what the bee or hummingbird would see when
they approach the flower and decide to visit it or not. What visible flower traits
might attract the pollinators? Sniff the flowers - - are they fragrant? Make a list of
all floral traits that might be involved in pollinator attraction. Make a note of how
they differ between the plant species, and how you might measure these traits
in the parents and hybrids (quantitatively or qualitatively).

2. Now look at the flowers from the side view and other views, and think about how
the pollinator would enter the flower. How does the flower “fit” to the head or
body of the pollinator? Look carefully at the location of the pollen-receiving
stigma (it may be open or it may have closed by touch, like a Venus flytrap!) and
the pollen containing anthers -- how might the placement of these sexual parts
facilitate efficient pollen deposition and removal by the pollinator? Make a list of
floral traits that might be involved in pollination efficiency. Make a note of how
they differ between the plant species, and how you might measure these traits
in the parents and hybrids (quantitatively or qualitatively).

3. Why do you think the pollinator would want to visit the flower in the first place -what might be its reward, and do you think the preferred rewards may be
different for bees and hummingbirds? Make a list of potential pollinator
rewards. Make a note of how they differ between the plant species, and how
you might measure these traits in the parents and hybrids (quantitatively or
qualitatively).

4. Now look at the same set of traits for two additional species: Mimulus parishii and
M. verbenaceous. How do these species differ from the others? Can you predict
which, if any, pollinators might visit these species? Are there additional traits you
could measure to help with the phenotypic characterization of these species?
Make a list of these traits and how you might measure them in parents and
hybrids.

After you have listed your traits and how you might measure them, discuss your ideas
with the class. Do you need to dissect the flower to measure your traits? How are you
going to measure flower color?
Some pollinator traits are not visual, including fragrance and nectar production. In
addition, traits related to postzygotic isolation like pollen viability are not obvious visible
traits. In the class discussion, be sure to discuss how you might measure these
important traits.
Your instructor will help you come up with a plan to measure traits related to
pollinator attraction, pollination efficiency, reward, and post-zygotic isolation. This
plan will involve the people at each lab table specializing on a specific set of traits,
so that there can be an “assembly line” procedure for rapidly measuring a suite of
traits for many parental and hybrid individuals! Some people will prepare the
flowers for measuring and others will do the measuring. We also need folks who
will record the data or pass the flowers on to the next table.
Once your group knows what to do, measure your traits for 8 individuals of each
species and record your data on the lab spreadsheet.

April 3
Mimulus Quantitative Genetics I

Early in the 20th Century, there was an intense debate among biologists over whether
Mendel’s model of genetics could explain the inheritance of quantitative traits like height.
In 1916, Edward East performed crosses between divergent populations of longflower
tobacco to examine the genetic basis of corolla length. Just like our crossing design with
Mimulus, East intercrossed two phenotypically distinct tobacco plants to form F1 hybrids.
He then selfed the F1s to form an F2 generation, which he discovered was more variable
than the F1 generation. Can you predict what the phenotypic distribution of flower size
among F2s might look like if it is controlled by only one gene? What about if two or more
genes are involved?
Below I have illustrated the expected phenotypic distribution among F2 hybrids for a
cross between a plant with relatively large flowers (e.g., M. cardinalis) and a plant with
relatively small flowers (e.g., M. parishii). As the number of genes increases, why are we
less likely to see the parental phenotypes represented among the F2 generation?
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What causes traits to be variable in the F2 generation? For the case of two additive,
unlinked genes that contribute to corolla size (as in the middle panel above), show the
sources of variability. Hint: draw out a Punnett square for a dihybrid cross and meiosis!
Last time, you measured several traits that are key for prezygotic reproductive isolation
between Mimulus species (e.g., flower size, shape, color). But what about postzygotic
barriers? Although the F1 hybrids are quite vigorous, they have reduced pollen viability
compared to their parents. How could such a disadvantageous trait have evolved in the
first place?
There are two main genetic mechanisms for
hybrid sterility: 1) chromosomal rearrangements
and 2) genetic incompatibilities. To see how
one such chromosomal rearrangement -- an
inversion -- can yield aneuploid gametes that
are sterile, consider the scenario to the right. If
inversions are indeed the cause Mimulus hybrid
sterility, what phenotypic pattern do we expect
to see in the F2 generation? If an inversion is
underdominant as shown here, how might it
have evolved initially within species?

Alternatively, hybrid sterility (and other forms of postzygotic isolation) might be caused
by genetic incompatibilities. The idea here is that genes from one species might interact
badly with genes from another species. Remarkably, this idea was proposed
independently by three different geneticists (all who were very famous and influential!):
William Bateson, Theodosius Dobzhansky, and Hermann J. Muller. To understand how
their model can lead to reproductive isolation, imagine that an ancestral species carries
the
two-locus genotype AABB. It splits to form two geographically isolated populations. A
new mutation (a) becomes fixed in one population, while a different mutation (b) arises
and is fixed in the other population. Both substitutions could occur with the intermediate
genotypes (AaBB, AABb) having high fitness. However, because the fitness of the a
allele has only been tested by natural selection in the BB genetic background (and b
only with AA), it is possible that hybrids that contain both the a and b alleles would be
sterile. If hybrid sterility is indeed caused by such incompatible factors (like a and b),
what does this model tell us about the evolution of postzygotic isolation? Why do you
think a and b evolved in the first place?
In the last lab, we measured several phenotypic traits in Mimulus cardinalis, M. lewisii
(southern and northern varieties), and M. parishii. Look over the dataset (provided in
class).
Do your measurements reflect the visible differences you noticed between Mimulus
species? Is the F1 hybrid phenotypically intermediate? If not, why? Based on these data,
which traits might be best to measure in the F2 generation? What is your prediction for
the range of phenotypes you will observe?
Today in lab we will measure several traits for one set of F2 hybrids: M. cardinalis x M.
parishii. Our class now has several experts on measuring each phenotype, so make
sure to ask for advice if you need it! Like last time, form groups and assembly lines to
efficiently measure as many plants as possible. We have nearly 200 plants to get
through!
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Mimulus Quantitative Genetics 2

What is the genetic basis of adaptation and
speciation? Are key phenotypic differences
between species due to many loci of
individually small effect or to a few genes of
large effect? Today we will begin to address
these broad questions by analyzing
quantitative trait variation between Mimulus
species. By now, the phenotypes in the photo
to the right are quite familiar to you. But what
does all this remarkable floral variation say
about the underlying genetic architecture of
adaptation?

In Microsoft Excel, we can use various formula functions to calculate phenotypic means
and variances (e.g., “average” = mean, “var” = variance) for our Mimulus dataset. In the
questions below, we will use these formulas and other analysis tools to explore the
genetic basis of phenotypic variation in Mimulus.
Download the Mimulus phenotypic datasets for parents, F1 hybrids, and F2 hybrids from
eLC (files = “class_parents&F1_2014.xlsx” and “par-cardF2_2014.xlsx). Open the
application “StatPlus.” This is a statistical program that is an "add-on" to Excel and will
help us perform a few simple functions.

1) What is the distribution of phenotypic variation among F2 hybrids between Mimulus
species? Are the phenotypic distributions the same for all floral traits? If not, how do they
differ? What does this suggest about allelic action (i.e., dominance versus additivity) and
the number of genetic loci involved?
To visualize the F2 phenotypic data, first select columns A-K and sort by one of the
phenotypes. Be sure to leave the columns labeled with “bins” (M-S) unsorted. Ask if
you have questions – this sorting step is important!
In StatPlus, go to Statistics > Basic Statistics and Tables > Histogram.
Deselect “Output: Hide empty bins” and click OK.
With your cursor in the box for “Continuous Variables,” click the icon to the right of
the box. In Excel, select a phenotype column (with the label in the first cell) and
place your cursor back into the box in the Histogram window. Next, put your cursor
into the “Bin range” box and click the icon to the right. In Excel, select the bin
column that corresponds to the phenotype you are working on and place your cursor
back into the box in the Histogram window.
Click OK. You should now see a Histogram of phenotypic values. Repeat Steps 1-6
for each phenotype. Make any stylistic adjustments to your histograms by doubleclicking on features. You may want to paste each figure into Powerpoint; consider
adding arrows to indicate the values of parental and F1 means.
2) As we discussed last time, if there are very few Mendelian factors underlying a trait,
then some F2 individuals will have the same genotypes as the parents. In the case of few
genes, the phenotypic range observed among the F2 population should span the entire
range of both parents. But, as the number of loci increases, F2 individuals will more often
fall near the average of the parental lines. In other words, F2 segregation increases the
phenotypic variance relative to the F1. This increase can be used to estimate a lower
bound for the average number of loci contributing to the differences between parental
lines. We can use this simple method (originally devised by Sewell Wright in the early

20th Century) to estimate the number of genes involved in phenotypic differences
between Mimulus species.
For one of your traits (choose anther length or color), calculate the environmental
variance (VE) as a weighted average of the parental and F1 phenotypic variances:
VE = [2 Var (F1) + Var (P1) + Var (P2)] / 4
Remember that because we are using inbred lines of Mimulus, there should be no
genetic variation among lines within parental or F1 treatments. Recall that phenotypic
variance is the sum of genetic variance and environmental variance (VP = VG + VE). So,
VG = Var (F2) – VE. The Wright method uses this value, VG, and the mean trait values of
the parents to estimate the number of genes contributing to quantitative variation:
# genes = (µ1- µ2)2 / 8VG
where µ1 is the mean value of one parent and µ2 is the mean value of the second parent.
Using this equation, estimate the number of genes involved in your trait of interest
(anther length or color) between species M. cardinalis and M. parishii.
Be aware that this estimator is biased unless four assumptions are met: 1) loci are
unlinked, 2) alleles are additive (no epistasis or dominance), 3) allelic effects are equal
for all loci, and 4) all allelic effects are the same direction within parental lines (i.e., all
"long" alleles are from M. cardinalis and all "short" alleles are from M. parishii). How
often do you think all four assumptions are met?
3) Is there any evidence for genetic correlations among traits? What might cause the
traits you identified to be genetically correlated? Why do genetic correlations matter for
understanding adaptive evolution?
You can calculate the covariance between two traits -- the average amount that two
variables change together -- by using the "covar" formula in Excel. Type the “covar”
formula and then select two arrays: e.g., anther and style lengths. The environmental
covariance (covE) between two traits is the average phenotypic covariance within the

parental and F1 classes. As you may guess, covG = cov(F2) - covE. Genetic correlations
(rG) among traits can be estimated by covG (e.g., anther and style length) divided by the
product of the square roots of VG for both traits.
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Where r1,2 is the genetic correlation between phenotypic traits 1 and 2.
4) How does male fertility differ among F1 and F2 hybrids of M. parishii x M. cardinalis?
Report the means and variances, and describe the phenotypic distributions. Do these
data allow you to determine whether hybrid male sterility is caused by chromosomal
rearrangements or genetic incompatibilities? Recently, researchers discovered that
making the M. lewisii-M. cardinalis F1 hybrid polyploid (by treating it with the chemical
colchicine, which inhibits chromosome segregation during meiosis) prior to selffertilization increases male fertility among F2 hybrids. Is this observation consistent with
your proposed mechanism?

Before next class:
These Mimulus species you have been working with -- particularly M. lewisii and M.
cardinalis -- have become an influential model system for studying the genetics of
adaptation and speciation (see Freeman and Herron: it is literally a textbook example). I
have posted several of these classic studies, most of which have been conducted by
Toby Bradshaw and Doug Schemske, on eLC. Before next class, read Bradshaw et al.
1995: Genetic mapping of floral traits associated with reproductive isolation in
monkeyflowers (Mimulus). Come prepared to discuss this paper!

April 10
Mimulus Quantitative Genetics 3

We will begin today's lab with a worksheet and discussion of Bradshaw et al. 1995. Work
with a partner on the questions you receive at the start of class.
In the last lab, we saw how the segregation of F2 phenotypes allows us to roughly predict
how many genes contribute to trait variation. Today, we will use molecular genetic
markers (DNA segments that vary between our lines interest -- e.g., SNPs, indels, or
microsatellite length differences) to map regions of the genome involved in Mimulus
flower variation. The image above shows a genetic linkage map for a cross between
modern maize and its wild ancestor, teosinte (pictured to the right). The vertical lines are
linkage groups, which correspond to the ten chromosomes, with genetic marker
positions indicated by horizontal hash marks. Red boxes delineate Quantitative Trait
Loci (QTL); these are genomic regions associated with phenotypic traits that
differentiate maize and teosinte.
Last week, your instructors collected floral bud tissue and extracted genomic DNA from
each of the M. lewisii-M. cardinalis and M. parishii-cardinalis F2 hybrids that you

phenotyped. For each of these DNA samples, we PCR-amplified a number of
fluorescently labeled, length-polymorphic genetic markers. Primers for these markers
bind to conserved exon sequences that flank introns, where there are more likely to be
indels (i.e., length variation) between Mimulus species. We submitted the amplified
fragments to the Georgia Genomics Facility, where they were run on a 3730 capillary
sequencer. Remember that we are working with inbred lines; markers that are
polymorphic between species will produce a peak of one size in M. cardinalis (e.g., 250
bp) and a peak of a different size in M. lewisii (e.g., 300 bp). The heterozygote will have
both peaks (250 + 300 bp). The idea is to diagnose genotypes at many such markers
throughout the Mimulus genome to identify their genetic positions relative to phenotypes
of interest. Today, we will genotype a handful of markers in our F2 populations. Then, we
will determine whether genotypes at these markers are associated with floral
phenotypes (implying physical linkage with genes controlling variation in those traits).
Your instructor will demonstrate marker genotyping using the software program
GeneMarker.
Once we have finished learning about genotyping, open the Excel file on eLC
("parxcardF2-G&P"). The genotypes are coded as C or P for homozygotes for M.
cardinalis and M. parishii, respectively, and H for heterozygotes. Recall that the law of
independent assortment means that there is a 50% chance that two unlinked alleles will
occur together (e.g., the A allele is equally likely to occur with B or b). If two alleles do
tend to occur together, we can infer that they are physically linked on the same
chromosome. With enough markers spread throughout the genome, it is possible to
generate a linkage map (like the one pictured above for maize and teosinte).
For your F2 dataset, pick a pair of markers and calculate the recombination frequency.
(Sort columns to count the number of genotypes that match and those that differ.) Are
any of your markers linked? If so, how close are they to each other? Do we have a
complete linkage map or do we need additional markers? How many linkage groups do
we expect for these species of Mimulus?
Now let's get back to our original goal: to determine if certain genomic regions are
associated with floral phenotypes in Mimulus. To import your F2 dataset into the

statistical software program, JMP, select all and copy in Excel. In JMP, choose "New
data table" and Edit > Paste with Column Names.
You are now ready to perform "single marker analysis" to search for floral QTL. For each
marker, you will run a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the effect of
genotype on a particular phenotype. Use "Fit X by Y" and choose an independent
variable (e.g. e355) and a dependent variable (e.g. anther length). Do you find any
statistically significant associations? If so, are the allelic effects in the direction you
expect (e.g., M. cardinalis alleles make flowers bigger and M. parishii alleles make them
smaller)? Is each phenotype associated with one or more genetic markers? Is any
genetic marker associated with multiple phenotypes? Can you draw any conclusions
about the genetic architecture of adaptation to pollinators in Mimulus?

Before next class:
Last name starts with A-H: read Shemske & Bradshaw 1999, Pollinator preference and
the evolution of floral traits in monkeyflowers (Mimulus).
OR
Last name starts with I-Z: read Bradshaw & Schemske 2003, Allele substitution at a
flower colour locus produces a pollinator shift in monkeyflowers.

Measuring [anthocyanin] in Mimulus
1. Collect a flower from your plant and label a 2ml eppendorf tube for each your
sample.
2. Add 1.5 ml of Methanol/0.1% HCl to each tube.
3. In a plastic petri dish, use a Pasteur pipette to cut a small piece of the lateral
petal. Use forceps to place your sample in the bottom of the tube.
4. Vortex your tube for at least 30 seconds.
5. Repeat Steps 1-4 for three additional samples. You are now ready to read
your Absorbance!
6. Set the SPECTRONIC 601 to 510nm by entering 510 on the numerical
keypad. Press the red button on the keypad marked “YES” watching the display
as you do. The display will indicate that the machine has automatically reset the
wavelength to 510nm.
7. This spec operates in different data display modes. To change modes, press
the “%T/A/C” (Transmittance/Absorbance/Concentration) button. Press this
two times until you set it to A B (to measure absorbance).
8. Fill a disposable “standard” plastic cuvette with about 1.5 ml of Methanol/0.1%
HCl. This will be your blank for zeroing the machine. Avoid touching the sides of
the cuvette or gently clean the sides using a Kimwipe.
9. Open the chamber door and note that there are five cuvette positions in the
multiple cuvette holders. Place the BLANK Cuvette in the position nearest you,
making sure that the clear sides of the cuvette are perpendicular to the long axis
of the cuvette holder.
10. Place your first sample in the next position in the holder. When all slots are
filled (with the blank and four of your samples), push the knob on the cuvette
holder until it moves as far backwards as possible. In this position, your blank
should be positioned in the pat of the light beam.
11. Close the chamber door. Press the blue “SECOND FUNCTION” key, and
then the key marked “%T/A/C”. THE DISPLAY SHOULD TELL YOU THAT THE
MACHINE IS “ZEROING” to your blank. When it is done, the display should
read 0.000 A.
12. Now slide the knob into the next position. After the number has stabilized,
record your reading. Move on to the next sample.

Measuring flower traits in Mimulus
Nectar
Carefully insert a graduated pipet tip into the base of the corolla. Hint: think about
which species you expect to have more nectar. For this species, use a 200 µl
pipet and set the volume to 100 µl (you may have to experiment with this starting
volume). For plants that may have less nectar, consider using 20 µl pipet.
Lateral petal
To approximate corolla width, gently press the bottom, lateral petal onto a ruler
with a mm scale. Record width values in mm.
Petal reflexing
Measure corolla width by gently pressing the ruler to the top of the flower. Take a
separate measure of the width when the petals are fully flattened onto the ruler.
The difference between the two measures might approximate “reflexing.” Do you
need to measure upper and lateral petals?
Anther and style lengths
Use calipers to measure anther and style lengths. Do you need to dissect the
flower? The difference between these measurements is also a key trait!
Stigma sensitivity
What happens when you lightly touch the stigma? Does it close or not? Consider
scoring this as a binary trait (yes or no) or recording the time to closure.

Measuring pollen viability Mimulus
Note: Make sure to wear gloves for this protocol.
1. Collect two flowers from two different plants and label a microscope slide with
the plant IDs.
2. Place two small drops of lactophenol analine blue on your microscope slide.
3. Use your forceps to carefully collect one anther (for M. parishii, you may want
to collect multiple anthers) and place it into your analine blue droplet.
4. Place a coverslip onto your sample and press down gently.
5. Repeat Steps 3-4 for your second anther (from a different plant!).
6. Visualize your pollen grains using the compound scope set to the 10X
objective.
7. Use your counters to quantify the number of viable and inviable pollen grains.
8. When you are finished with your slide, place it in a slidebox.

